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In this article, we study the full one-loop SUSY contributions to the lepton flavor violating Higgs decay
h → τμ¯, within the context of the supersymmetric inverse seesaw model. We assume that both the right-
handed neutrino masses,MR, and their supersymmetric partner masses,m~νR , are not far from the interesting
OðTeVÞ energy scale, and wework with scenarios with large neutrino Yukawa couplings that transmit large
lepton flavor violating effects. By exploring the behavior with the most relevant parameters, mainly MR,
m~νR and the trilinear sneutrino coupling Aν, we will look for regions of the parameter space where the
enhancement of BRðh → τμ¯Þ is large enough to reach values at the percent level, which could explain the
excess recently reported by CMS and ATLAS at the CERN Large Hadron Collider.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.93.055010
I. INTRODUCTION
The discovery in 2012 of a new scalar particle at the
LHC [1,2], whose mass has been set to mh ¼ 125.09
0.21 ðstatÞ  0.11 ðsystÞ GeV [3], lays on the table the
challenging issue of whether it is actually the Higgs boson
from the standard model of particle physics (SM) or there is
new physics beyond the SM (BSM).
In this article, we focus on one of the new physics
aspects of the discovered boson—the possibility of lepton
flavor violating Higgs decays (LFVHD). In fact, very
recently, the first direct search of the particular decay h →
μτ (from now on, we will refer to both h → μτ¯ and h→ τμ¯
decays in this shortened way) has been performed by the
CMS Collaboration [4], and an upper limit on the branch-
ing ratio of BRðh → μτÞ < 1.51 × 10−2 at 95% C.L. has
been set. Additionally, CMS has also observed a slight
excess with a significance of 2.4 standard deviations at
mh ¼ 125 GeV, whose best-fit branching ratio, if inter-
preted as a signal, is BRðh → μτÞ ¼ ð8.4þ3.9−3.7Þ × 10−3. The
ATLAS Collaboration has just released their results for the
same h→ μτ decay [5] as well, focusing on hadronically
decaying τ leptons. ATLAS has reported an upper limit of
BRðh → μτÞ < 1.85 × 10−2 at 95% C.L. in agreement with
the previous CMS result. Intriguingly, a small excess
appears in one of the signal regions considered, even
though it is not statistically significant. One way or another,
the searches for lepton flavor violation (LFV) in the Higgs
sector have entered into the percent level. The statistical
significance is not enough to reach a strong conclusion yet,
but any evidence of LFV would unquestionably mean a
clear BSM signal due to the huge suppression of LFV in the
SM because of the absence of flavor-changing neutral
currents.
In particular, the investigation of LFVHD is at present
a very active field which is being studied in different
models. LFVHD were considered for the first time in
the context of the SM enlarged with three heavy
Majorana neutrinos in [6] and later in the context of
the type I seesaw model in [7], predicting tiny rates due
to the strong suppression from the large heavy right-
handed neutrino masses. By contrast, in the context of
the inverse seesaw model (ISS) [8] with right-handed
neutrino masses at the OðTeVÞ energy scale, much
larger LFVHD rates, up to 10−5, can be obtained [9].
In addition, LFVHD have been also analyzed with
special attention in the literature within the framework
of supersymmetric (SUSY) models [7,10,11], finding
branching ratios slightly larger than in the ISS case, up
to 10−4.
Here we will study the LFVHD within the context of the
SUSY version of the ISS, which we refer to here as the
SUSY-ISS model. In particular, we will present our
estimate of the contribution to the BRðh → τμ¯Þ from all
the SUSY loops containing sneutrinos and sleptons which
are typically different in the SUSY-ISS with respect to other
SUSY models, due to the important effects induced by the
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right-handed neutrinos and their SUSY partners with
masses at OðTeVÞ. The potential increase of the
LFVHD rates due to some of the new SUSY loops within
the SUSY-ISS model was first pointed out and estimated in
[12]. Other important enhancement due to SUSY loops
have also been found in [13] for LFV lepton decay rates and
other observables. Some phenomenological implications at
the LHC of SUSY-ISS scenarios with large LFVHD rates
within the same context as this work have been recently
studied in [14].
In addition to performing a complete one-loop com-
putation of the SUSY loops within the SUSY-ISS
model, one of our main goals here is to analyze in
detail if the enhancement due to the sneutrinos and
sleptons loops can be sufficiently large as to explain the
LFVHD effect seen by CMS and ATLAS. Indeed, we
will localize in this work some regions of the SUSY-ISS
parameter space where this is possible. In Sec. II, we
describe the SUSY-ISS model and introduce the para-
metrization we use to reproduce low-energy neutrino
data. In Sec. III, we present the analytical results of our
one loop calculation while we discuss our numerical
predictions in Sec. IV.
II. THE SUSY-ISS MODEL
In this section, we briefly summarize the most
relevant aspects for the present computation of the
SUSY-ISS model, which is a well-known extension of
the MSSM that can reproduce the observed neutrino
masses and mixing. The MSSM superfield content is
supplemented by three pairs of gauge singlet chiral
superfields Nˆi and Xˆi with opposite lepton numbers
(i ¼ 1, 2, 3). The SUSY-ISS model is defined by the
following superpotential:
W ¼ WMSSM þ εabNˆYνHˆb2Lˆa þ Nˆ ~MRXˆ þ
1
2
Xˆ ~μXXˆ; ð1Þ
with ε12 ¼ 1 and
WMSSM ¼ εab½EˆYeHˆa1Lˆb þ DˆYDHˆa1Qˆb þ UˆYUHˆb2Qˆa
−μHˆa1Hˆb2: ð2Þ
The generation indices have been suppressed and should
be understood in a tensor notation as NˆYνHˆ
b
2Lˆ
a ¼
NˆiðYνÞijHˆb2Lˆaj . In particular, all chiral superfields are
left-handed, meaning that for Dˆ, Uˆ, Eˆ, Nˆ, Xˆ the spin 0
and spin 1
2
components are, for example in the case of Eˆ,
½ð eeRÞ; ðeRÞc. Hˆ1 and Hˆ2 are, respectively, the down-
type and up-type Higgs bosons, defined as
Hˆ1 ¼

hˆ01
hˆ−1

; Hˆ2 ¼

hˆþ2
hˆ02

: ð3Þ
Then the soft SUSY breaking Lagrangian is given by
−Lsoft ¼ − LMSSMsoft þ ~νTRm2~νR ~νR þ ~XTm2~X ~X
þ ~ν†RðAνYνÞ~νLh02 − ~ν†RðAνYνÞ~eLhþ2 þ H:c:
þ ~X†ðBX ~μXÞ ~X þ ~ν†RðBR ~MRÞ ~X þ H:c:; ð4Þ
with
−LMSSMsoft ¼ ~eTRm2~e ~eR þ ~dTRm2~d ~d

R þ ~uTRm2~u ~uR
þm2H1 jH1j2 þm2H2 jH2j2
þ δabð ~QaÞ†m2~Q ~Q
b þ δabð ~LaÞ†m2~L ~L
b
þ 1
2
ðM1λ¯bλb þM2λ¯αWλαW þM3λ¯αgλαg þ H:c:Þ
þ εab½ð ~u†RðAuYuÞ ~QaHb2þ ~d†RðAdYdÞ ~QbHa1
þ~e†RðAeYeÞ ~LbHa1 þ BμHa2Hb1 þ H:c:: ð5Þ
During this study we will take all soft SUSY breaking
masses to be flavor diagonal, making sure that the only
sources of flavor violation are in the neutrino Yukawa
coupling Yν, the lepton number conserving mass term fMR
and the lepton number violating mass term ~μX. The only
exception will be m2~L which receives RGE-induced correc-
tions coming from Yν that, for phenomenological purposes,
are given by [15]
ðΔm2~LÞij ¼ −
1
8π2
ð3M20 þ A20Þ

Y†ν log
M
MR
Yν

ij
; ð6Þ
where we take M ¼ 1018 GeV for the rest of this work.
After electroweak symmetry breaking, the neutrino mass
matrix in the basis ððνLÞc; νR; XÞT is given by
MISS ¼
0B@ 0 mD 0mTD 0 MR
0 MTR μX
1CA; ð7Þ
where we have defined mD ¼ Y†νv2, with v2 ¼ hh02i,MR ¼
~MR and μX ¼ ~μX in order to agree with the definitions used
in our previous article on LFVHiggs decays [9]. In the limit
μX ≪ mD ≪ MR, it is possible to diagonalize by blocks
this matrix [16], leading to the 3 × 3 light neutrino mass
matrix
Mlight ≃mDMTR−1μXM−1R mTD; ð8Þ
which, in turn, is diagonalized by the PMNS matrix UPMNS
[17]:
UTPMNSMlightUPMNS ¼ mν; ð9Þ
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where mν ¼ diagðmν1 ; mν2 ; mν3Þ is the diagonal matrix that
contains the masses of the three lightest neutrinos. Low-
energy neutrino data can be reproduced by using the
following parametrization introduced in [9]:
μX ¼ MTRm−1D UPMNSmνU†PMNSmTD−1MR: ð10Þ
In particular, this parametrization allows us to use the
neutrino Yukawa couplings Yν as input parameters. As we
showed in [9], the following three Yν textures
Yð1Þτμ ¼ f
0B@ 0 1 −10.9 1 1
1 1 1
1CA; ð11Þ
Yð2Þτμ ¼ f
0B@ 0 1 11 1 −1
−1 1 −1
1CA; ð12Þ
Yð3Þτμ ¼ f
0B@ 0 −1 1−1 1 1
0.8 0.5 0.5
1CA; ð13Þ
where f is a scaling factor, can lead to large τ − μ flavor
transition rates while suppressing μ − e and τ − e flavor
transition rates. We found that in the nonsupersymmetric
ISS model, these could lead to large branching ratios for
LFV Higgs decays, up to 10−5, while still agreeing with
other experimental constraints. As mentioned in the intro-
duction, previous studies have demonstrated that super-
symmetric contributions usually enhance the LFV rates. In
particular, in the present SUSY-ISS model, since we
consider a seesaw scale MR not far from the electroweak
scale, this low value will enhance the flavor slepton mixing
due to the RGE-induced radiative effects by the large
neutrino Yukawa couplings, and this mixing will in turn
generate via the slepton loops an enhancement in the
LFVHD rates. On the other hand, new relevant couplings
appear, like Aν, which for right-handed sneutrinos with
Oð1 TeVÞ masses may lead to new loop contributions to
LFVHD that could even dominate [12]. In light of the
recent CMS and ATLAS searches [4,5] for h → μτ, this
calls for a new and complete evaluation of the SUSY
contributions to this observable in the SUSY-ISS model.
III. ANALYTICAL RESULTS
In this work, we perform a full one-loop diagrammatic
computation of all relevant supersymmetric loops within
the SUSY-ISS model for BRðHx → lkl¯mÞ, where Hx here
and from now on refers to the three neutral MSSM Higgs
bosons, Hx ¼ ðh;H; AÞ. This is in contrast to the previous
estimate in [12] where an effective Lagrangian description
of the Higgs mediated contributions to LFV processes was
used, which was appropriate to capture the relevant con-
tributions at large tan β, and where the mass insertion
approach was used to incorporate easily the flavor slepton
mixing ðΔm2~LÞij, working in the electroweak basis.
However, an expansion up to the first order in the mass
insertion approximation may not be appropriate for the type
of scenarios studied here, due to the large flavor-
nondiagonal matrix entries considered in this work. On
the other hand, we are interested also in small and moderate
tan β values, not just in the large tan β regime, and we also
wish to explore more generic soft masses for the SUSY
particles and scan over the relevant neutrino/sneutrino
parameters, mainly MR, Aν and m~νR , not focusing only
on scenarios with universal or partially universal soft
parameters nor fixing the relevant parameters to one value
as in [12]. Thus, our calculation is performed instead in
the mass basis for all the SUSY particles involved in the
loops, i.e., the charged sleptons, sneutrinos, charginos, and
neutralinos.
Before moving to the calculation, let us introduce the
relevant interaction terms from the Lagrangian for the study
of the LFV Higgs decays. Following the notation in [7],
these terms are given in the mass basis by
L~χ−j l~να ¼ −gl¯½A
ðlÞ
LαjPL þ AðlÞRαjPR~χ−j ~να þ H:c:;
L~χ0al ~lα ¼ −gl¯½B
ðlÞ
LαaPL þ BðlÞRαaPR~χ0a ~lα þ H:c:;
LHx ~sα ~sβ ¼ −{Hx½gHx ~να ~νβ ~να ~νβ þ gHx ~lα ~lβ ~l

α
~lβ;
LHx ~χ−i ~χ−j ¼ −gHx ~¯χ−i ½W
ðxÞ
LijPL þWðxÞRijPR~χ−j ;
LHx ~χ0a ~χ0b ¼ −
g
2
Hx ~¯χ
0
a½DðxÞLabPL þDðxÞRabPR~χ0b;
LHxll ¼ −gHxl¯½SðxÞL;lPL þ SðxÞR;lPRl; ð14Þ
where the coupling factors have been expressed in terms of
the SUSY-ISS model parameters and are collected in
Appendix A.
We take into account the full set of 1-loop SUSY
diagrams shown in Fig. 1. It is interesting to notice that,
since we work in the mass basis, the set of diagrams
contributing to LFV Higgs decays (four diagrams with
charginos and sneutrinos in the loops, and four more with
neutralinos and charged sleptons) is the same as in the
SUSY type I seesaw model which was considered in [7].
We keep their definition of the form factors
{Fx ¼ −{gu¯lkð−p2ÞðFL;xPL þ FR;xPRÞvlmðp3Þ; ð15Þ
where Fx is the decay amplitude forHx → lkl¯m with again
Hx ¼ ðh;H; AÞ and p1 ¼ p3 − p2 is the ingoing Higgs
boson momentum. The contributions of the SUSY dia-
grams are summed in FL;x and FR;x according to
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FL;x ¼
X8
i¼1
FðiÞL;x; FR;x ¼
X8
i¼1
FðiÞR;x: ð16Þ
Their analytic expressions are taken from [7] and repro-
duced in Appendix B for completeness, including the
proper modifications to adapt them to the SUSY-ISS
model. We have checked analytically the cancellation of
divergences appearing in the loop contributions in both
form factors FL;x and FR;x in Eq. (16), giving, as expected,
a finite result without the need of the renormalization
procedure. Notice that this cancellation is not trivial and is,
therefore, a good test of our results of the form factors in
Appendix B. The parametrization of the LFVHD widths in
terms of form factors remains unchanged and is given by
ΓðHx → lkl¯mÞ
¼ g
2
16πmHx
ð−4mlkmlmReðFL;xFR;xÞ
þ ðm2Hx −m2lk −m2lmÞðjFL;xj2 þ jFR;xj2ÞÞ
×
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 −

mlk þmlm
mHx

2

1 −

mlk −mlm
mHx

2
s
;
ð17Þ
where g is the SUð2ÞL coupling constant,mHx is the mass of
the Higgs boson while mlk and mlm are the masses of final
state leptons.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we show the numerical results of the LFV
decay rates of the lightest neutral Higgs boson,
BRðh → τμ¯Þ, as a function of the most relevant parameters
of the SUSY-ISS model for the full SUSY contribution to
LFVHD, namely,MR,Aν andm~νR . It should be noted that, in
the absence of CP violation, as in our case, BRðh→τμ¯Þ¼
BRðh→μτ¯Þ and, therefore, in comparing with data, the two
rates should be added.
We have imposed various experimental constraints,
choosing as example two benchmark points leading to a
Higgs boson mass within 1σ of the central value of the
latest CMS and ATLAS combination, and with super-
symmetric spectrum allowed by ATLAS and CMS
searches. Indeed, we concentrate for this work on the
slepton sector, since the squark sector is irrelevant for
the LFVHD. The squark parameters are only relevant for
the Higgs mass prediction, thus one can always adjust the
squark masses and the trilinear couplings At and Ab in order
to ensure a correct Higgs boson mass. We also restrict
ourselves to the case of MR > mh, avoiding constraints
from the invisible Higgs decay widths, and consider only
real UPMNS and mass matrices, making constraints from
lepton electric dipole moments irrelevant. Finally, we also
take into account the LFV radiative decays whose current
upper limits at the 90% C.L. are [18,19]
BRðμ → eγÞ ≤ 5.7 × 10−13; ð18Þ
BRðτ → eγÞ ≤ 3.3 × 10−8; ð19Þ
BRðτ → μγÞ ≤ 4.4 × 10−8: ð20Þ
Points excluded by LFV radiative decays will be denoted
by a cross, while a triangle will represent the ones allowed.
We present here the predictions of BRðh → τμ¯Þ for the
three neutrino Yukawa textures exposed in Sec. II, ensuring
the practically vanishing LFV in the μ − e sector, i.e.,
leading to BRðμ → eγÞ ∼ 0 and BRðh → eμ¯Þ ∼ 0. It should
be noticed that these textures also suppress substantially the
LFV in the τ − e sector. Therefore, the most stringent
constraint, making use of these textures, is that of the
related LFV radiative decay τ → μγ.
In Fig. 2, we show the behavior of BRðh → τμ¯Þ as a
function of MR for the three textures presented in the
previous section, Yð1Þτμ (upper left panel), Y
ð2Þ
τμ (upper right
panel), and Yð3Þτμ (lower left panel), for different values of the
scaling factor f ¼ 0.01, 0.1, 1, ffiffiffiffiffi4πp , ffiffiffiffiffi6πp . First of all, we
FIG. 1. One-loop supersymmetric diagrams contributing to the process Hx → lkl¯m.
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clearly see that, as expected, the larger the value of f is,
the larger the LFV rates are. We also observe qualitatively
different behaviors of the LFV rates between small
(f < 1) and large (f > 1) neutrino Yukawa couplings.
As we have checked, this difference comes from the
different behavior with MR of the two participating types
of loops, the ones with charged sleptons where the LFV is
generated exclusively by the mixing ðΔm2~LÞij and the ones
with sneutrinos where the LFV is generated by both
ðΔm2~LÞij and ðYνÞij. In the case of small f, charged
slepton-neutralino loops dominate and they only depend
logarithmically onMR as can be seen from Eq. (6), leading
to the apparent flat behavior. However, we checked that
this flat behavior disappears when both MR and M0 (and
as a consequence all slepton and sneutrino masses)
increase simultaneously. When the scale factor f becomes
larger, contributions from sneutrino-chargino loops
become sizable and even dominate at low MR. They
decrease with MR, due to the increase in the singlet
sneutrino masses, which explains the decrease in
BRðh → τμ¯Þ observed in the upper plots and on the
left-hand side of the bottom plots for large f > 1. In
the latter, the appearance of dips due to negative inter-
ferences between the two types of loops marks the
transition between the two regimes, with the main con-
tribution coming from sneutrino-chargino loops at lowMR
and from slepton-neutralino loops at large MR. For the
first benchmark point, the largest BRðh→ τμ¯Þ, allowed by
the τ → μγ upper limit, are obtained for f ¼ ffiffiffiffiffi4πp or ffiffiffiffiffi6πp
and MR < 2 TeV, with a value of Oð10−4Þ for the three
textures, which could be probed in future runs of the LHC.
Up to now, the trilinear neutrino coupling Aν had been
set to zero, whilst on the lower right panel of Fig. 2 we
have chosen Aν ¼ 2.5 TeV and show the behavior of
BRðh → τμ¯Þ with MR for the three textures with a scaling
factor f ¼ ffiffiffiffiffi6πp . This value of Aν leads to a suppression of
the τ → μγ decay rates while simultaneously enhancing
BRðh → τμ¯Þ. As a consequence, very large LFVHD
branching ratios can be obtained for Yð3Þτμ with low
MR ∼ 1 TeV, allowed by τ → μγ, achieving values up
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FIG. 2. BRðh → τμ¯Þ as a function of MR for Yð1Þτμ (upper left panel), Yð2Þτμ (upper right panel), and Yð3Þτμ (lower left panel), with
m ~L ¼ m~e ¼ m~νR ¼ m ~X ¼ 1 TeV, M2 ¼ 750 GeV, μ ¼ 2 TeV, Aν ¼ 0, tan β ¼ 5 and different values of the scaling factor f ¼ 0.01,
0.1, 1,
ffiffiffiffiffi
4π
p
,
ffiffiffiffiffi
6π
p
. On the lower right panel, the behavior of BRðh → τμ¯Þ as a function of MR is shown for the three textures with
m ~L ¼ m~e ¼ m~νR ¼ m ~X ¼ 1 TeV, M2 ¼ μ ¼ 500 GeV, Aν ¼ 2.5 TeV, tan β ¼ 10 and f ¼
ffiffiffiffiffi
6π
p
. On all the panels, mA ¼ 800 GeV
and M0 ¼ 1 TeV. We set A0 ¼ Ae ¼ BX ¼ BR ¼ 0 and the GUT inspired relation M1 ¼ 5=3M2 tan2 θW in these and all the figures of
the paper. Crosses (triangles) represent points in the SUSY-ISS parameter space excluded (allowed) by the τ → μγ upper limit,
BRðτ → μγÞ < 4.4 × 10−8 [19].
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to 7 × 10−3. These large rates are very close to the percent
level and within the sensitivity of the present experiments.
We next study the behavior of BRðh→ τμ¯Þ as function
of the SUSY mass scales in a simplified scenario where all
the SUSY masses are equal to a common parametermSUSY,
namely,
mSUSY ¼ m ~L ¼ m~e ¼ m~νR ¼ m ~X ¼ M0 ¼ M1 ¼ M2:
ð21Þ
Figure 3 left shows the expected decoupling behavior
where BRðh→ τμ¯Þ decreases when increasing the heavy
sparticle masses. This plot is for the particular input Yð1Þτμ ,
but similar behaviors (not shown) are obtained for the other
two studied textures Yð2Þτμ and Y
ð3Þ
τμ . In this figure, we
have included the full predictions for BRðh → τμ¯Þ, as
well as the separated contributions coming only from
chargino-sneutrino loops, i.e., diagrams (1)–(4) in Fig. 1,
and from neutralino-slepton loops, i.e., diagrams (5)–(8) in
Fig. 1. We see that not only the full prediction but also the
separated contributions from these two subsets decrease
with mSUSY, showing that the decoupling occurs in both,
the charginos-sneutrinos and the neutralinos-sleptons sec-
tors, as expected from the decoupling theorem. We also see
that, in this heavy sparticles scenario, the contributions
from the charginos-sneutrinos sector dominate by many
orders of magnitude over the ones from the neutralinos-
sleptons sector. In order to better understand the contribu-
tions from the charginos-sneutrinos sector, which are the
ones containing the new sparticles with respect to the
MSSM, we consider next the simple case of Δm ~Lij ¼ 0,
where the contributions from the neutralinos-sleptons
sector vanish, and only the contributions from charginos-
sneutrinos remain. We show in Fig. 3 right the separated
FIG. 3. BRðh → τμ¯Þ as function of the common SUSYmass parametermSUSY defined in Eq. (20) for the Yukawa coupling matrix Yð1Þτμ
with MR ¼ 1 TeV, f ¼
ffiffiffiffiffi
6π
p
, mA ¼ 800 GeV, μ ¼ 2 TeV, tan β ¼ 10 and Aν ¼ 2.5 TeV. Left panel: Contributions from chargino-
sneutrino loops, denoted by ~ν-~χ−, neutralino-slepton loops, denoted by ~l-~χ0, and full results for BRðh → τμ¯Þ. Right panel: Individual
contributions from each chargino-sneutrino diagram (1), (2), (3), and (4) in Fig. 1 and full result in the case of Δm ~Lij ¼ 0, where the
neutralino-slepton contributions vanish.
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FIG. 4. Dependence of BRðh → τμ¯Þ on Aν for the three neutrino Yukawa couplings Yð1Þτμ , Yð2Þτμ , and Yð3Þτμ , with M2 ¼ 750 GeV,
tan β ¼ 5 and μ ¼ 2 TeV (left panel) or with tan β ¼ 10 and M2 ¼ μ ¼ 500 GeV (right panel). On both panels, mA ¼ 800 GeV,
M0 ¼ 1 TeV, MR ¼ m ~L ¼ m~e ¼ m~νR ¼ m ~X ¼ 1 TeV, and the scaling factor f ¼
ffiffiffiffiffi
6π
p
. Crosses (triangles) represent points in the
SUSY-ISS parameter space excluded (allowed) by the τ → μγ upper limit, BRðτ → μγÞ < 4.4 × 10−8 [19].
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contributions from each diagram (1), (2), (3), and (4) of
Fig. 1, and the full result. The contribution from diagram
(1) is clearly subleading by several orders of magnitude and
the contributions from the vertex correction, diagram (2),
and the self-energies, diagrams (3) and (4), clearly compete
in size. We also see that their interference is destructive,
such that the full result, that decouples with mSUSY,
manifests that a strong cancellation among self-energies
and vertex corrections is happening, as expected. Notice
also that diagrams (3) and (4) do not decouple individually
with mSUSY, but they do decouple when adding all the
diagrams, as expected.
Regarding the relevance for the searched enhancement in
the SUSY contributions with respect to the trilinear
coupling Aν, we have found that the LFVHD rates are
indeed very sensitive to the particular value of Aν. Thus, we
study in Fig. 4 the behavior of BRðh→ τμ¯Þ with this
parameter for the two scenarios considered previously, with
MR ¼ 1 TeV and the scaling factor f ¼
ffiffiffiffiffi
6π
p
. On both
plots we confirm the strong dependence of the LFVHD
branching ratios with Aν, presenting deep dips in different
positions that depend mainly on the values of Yν, μ,mA and
tan β. In particular, the h0 − ~νL − ~νR coupling and the ~νL −
~νR mixing are controlled by these parameters, which would
lead to the appearance of dips in the regime where
contributions from sneutrino-chargino loops dominate.
This is the case of Fig. 4, and it is interesting to note that,
for this choice of parameters, practically all the parameter
space is excluded by τ → μγ except the points within
the dips and surrounding them, where the LFV radiative
decay τ → μγ suffers also a strong reduction. An interest-
ing feature we found is that the location of the dips in
BRðh → τμ¯Þ and BRðτ → μγÞ usually do not coincide,
therefore allowing for large LFV Higgs decays rates, not
excluded by τ → μγ, above 10−3 and within the reach of the
LHC experiments.
Finally, the dependence of the LFVHD rates on the new
sneutrino soft SUSY breaking scalar masses, m~νR and m ~X,
is depicted in Fig. 5 where these parameters are varied
independently from the SUSY scale. As when varyingMR,
increasingm~νR andm ~X makes the singlet sneutrinos heavier
and decreases the size of the chargino contribution. For Yð1Þτμ
and Yð2Þτμ which are dominated by this contribution, the
BRðh → τμ¯Þ exhibits a strong decrease between 200 GeV
and 14 TeV, by more than five orders of magnitude in the
case of Yð2Þτμ . For Y
ð3Þ
τμ a dip can be observed, due again to a
cancellation between the chargino and neutralino contri-
butions, with the latter dominating at largem~νR . For the first
benchmark point, the largest h → τμ¯ rates allowed by
the τ → μγ upper limit are obtained for Yð2Þτμ with
m~νR ¼ 200 GeV, with a maximum value of ∼3 × 10−4,
just one order of magnitude below the present LHC
sensitivity. If we move our attention to the vicinity of
the region of low values of m~νR for the second benchmark
point, we found large LFVHD rates, as displayed on the
right panel of Fig. 5, with MR ¼ 200 GeV and
Aν ¼ 2.5 TeV. We observe a huge increase in BRðh →
τμ¯Þ for the three Yukawa textures Yð1Þτμ , Yð2Þτμ , and Yð3Þτμ , with
maximum values of ∼4 × 10−3, ∼8 × 10−3, and
∼1.5 × 10−2, respectively, due mainly to the low values
of m~νR and MR. Unfortunately, all the parameter space for
Yð1Þτμ and Y
ð2Þ
τμ cases is excluded by the τ → μγ upper limit.
By contrast, most of the points for the Yð3Þτμ texture are in
agreement with this upper bound, because they are located
in a region where the τ → μγ rates suffer a strong
suppression as a consequence of the value set for Aν in
this case, Aν ¼ 2.5 TeV. This fact allows us to obtain a
maximum value of BRðh→ τμ¯Þ ∼1.1%, completely within
the reach of the current LHC experiments and large enough
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A 0
mL 1 TeV
2 4 6 8 10 12 14
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10 6
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1
Y 2
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f 6
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h
FIG. 5. Dependence of BRðh → τμ¯Þ on m~νR ¼ m ~X for the three neutrino Yukawa couplings Y
ð1Þ
τμ , Y
ð2Þ
τμ , and Y
ð3Þ
τμ , with
MR ¼ m ~L ¼ m~e ¼ 1 TeV, M2 ¼ 750 GeV, μ ¼ 2 TeV, tan β ¼ 5 and Aν ¼ 0 (left panel) or with MR ¼ 200 GeV,
m ~L ¼ m~e ¼ 1 TeV, M2 ¼ μ ¼ 500 GeV, tan β ¼ 10 and Aν ¼ 2.5 TeV (right panel). On both panels, mA ¼ 800 GeV,
M0 ¼ 1 TeV, and f ¼
ffiffiffiffiffi
6π
p
. Crosses (triangles) represent points in the SUSY-ISS parameter space excluded (allowed) by the
τ → μγ upper limit, BRðτ → μγÞ < 4.4 × 10−8 [19].
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to explain the CMS and ATLAS excesses if confirmed by
other experiments and/or future data.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this article, we have presented the results of an
updated and full one-loop calculation of the SUSY con-
tributions to lepton flavor violating Higgs decays in the
SUSY-ISS model. We found much larger contributions
than in the type I seesaw due to the lower values of
MR ∼Oð1 TeVÞ, an increased RGE-induced slepton mix-
ing, and the presence of right-handed sneutrinos at the TeV
scale, where both sleptons and sneutrinos large couplings
transmit sizable LFV due to the large Y2ν=ð4πÞ ∼Oð1Þ
considered here. We showed that the branching ratio of
h→ τμ¯ exhibits different behaviors as a function of the
seesaw and SUSY scale if it is dominated by chargino or
neutralino loops. Moreover, a nonzero trilinear coupling Aν
leads to increased LFVHD rates. Choosing different bench-
mark points, we found that BRðh → τμÞ of the order of
10−2 can be reached while agreeing with the experimental
limits on radiative decays, providing a possible explanation
of the CMS and ATLAS excesses. While out of the scope of
this work, a complete study including nonsupersymmetric
contributions in the SUSY-ISS model and a detailed
analysis of experimental constraints beyond radiative
LFV decays will be presented in a future article.
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APPENDIX A: MASS MATRICES AND
COUPLINGS IN THE SUSY-ISS MODEL
We present in this appendix the mass matrices and
coupling factors that are relevant to our calculation of
the LFV Higgs decays. The sneutrino mass matrix M2~ν is
defined by
−L~νmass ¼
1
2
ð~ν†L; ~νTL; ~νTR; ~ν†R; ~XT; ~X†ÞM2~ν
0BBBBBBBBB@
~νL
~νL
~νR
~νR
~X
~X
1CCCCCCCCCA
; ðA1Þ
where ~νL, ~νR and ~X are vectors made of weak eigenstates
and defined in a similar fashion, e.g. ~νL ¼ ð~νðeÞL ; ~νðμÞL ; ~νðτÞL ÞT .
The 18 × 18 sneutrino mass matrix is expressed in terms of
3 × 3 submatrices, giving
M2~ν ¼
0BBBBBBBBBB@
M2LL 0 0 M
2
LR mDM

R 0
0 ðM2LLÞT ðM2LRÞ 0 0 mDMR
0 ðM2LRÞT M2RR 0 MRμX ðBRMRÞ
ðM2LRÞ† 0 0 ðM2RRÞT BRMR MRμX
MTRm
†
D 0 μXM
†
R ðBRMRÞ† M2XX 2ðBXμXÞ†
0 M†Rm
T
D ðBRMRÞT μXMTR 2ðBXμXÞ ðM2XXÞT
1CCCCCCCCCCA
; ðA2Þ
with
M2LL ¼ mDm†D þm2~L þ 1
mZ
2
cos 2β; ðA3Þ
M2LR ¼ −
μ
tan β
mD þmDA†ν; ðA4Þ
M2RR ¼ mTDmD þMRM†R þm2~νR ; ðA5Þ
M2XX ¼ MTRMR þ μXμX þm2~X; ðA6Þ
where we have used the fact that μX is a symmetric matrix.
Then, the sneutrino mass matrix is diagonalized using
~U†M2~ν ~U ¼ M2~n ¼ diagðm2~n1 ;…; m2~n18Þ; ðA7Þ
which corresponds to
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0BBBBBBBB@
~νL
~νL
~νR
~νR
~X
~X
1CCCCCCCCA
¼ ~U
0BBBBBBBBBBBB@
~n1
..
.
..
.
..
.
..
.
~n18
1CCCCCCCCCCCCA
: ðA8Þ
The basis in Eq. (A1) uses the sneutrino electroweak eigen-
states and their complex conjugate states, and they fulfill
~νi ¼ ~Ui;j ~nj; ðA9Þ
~νi ¼ ~U3þi;j ~nj; ðA10Þ
and
ð~νiÞ ¼ ~Ui;j ~nj; ðA11Þ
since the physical sneutrinos are real scalar fields.While both
Eqs. (A10) and (A11) are equally valid, we chooseEq. (A10).
The mass matrices of the other SUSY particles, namely the
charginos, neutralinos, and charged sleptons, are the same as
in the SUSY type I seesaw studied in [7] andwewill use their
definitions of the corresponding rotation matrices, which in
turns were based on the conventions of [20] for the charginos
and neutralinos. Concretely, U and V will be the matrices
that rotate the chargino states and N the one that rotates
the neutralino states. In addition, combinations of rotation
matrices for the neutralinos are defined as
N0a1 ¼ Na1 cos θW þ Na2 sin θW;
N0a2 ¼ −Na1 sin θW þ Na2 cos θW: ðA12Þ
As for the charged sleptons, they are diagonalized by
~l0 ¼ RðlÞ ~l; ðA13Þ
where ~l0 ¼ ð~eL; ~eR; ~μL; ~μR; ~τL; ~τRÞT are theweak eigenstates
and ~l ¼ ð ~l1;…; ~l6ÞT are the mass eigenstates.
When compared with the SUSY type I seesaw, only the
coupling factors AðlÞRαj and gHx ~να ~νβ are modified. In the
SUSY inverse seesaw, they are defined in the mass basis
with diagonal charged leptons by
Aðe;μ;τÞRαj ¼ ~Uð1;2;3ÞαVj1 −
mDð1;2;3Þkffiffiffi
2
p
mW sin β
~Ukþ9;αVj2;
gHx ~να ~νβ ¼ −{g½ðgðxÞLL;νÞik ~Uiα ~Ukβ þ ðgðxÞRR;νÞik ~Uiþ9;α ~Ukþ9;β
þ ðgðxÞLR;νÞik ~Ui;α ~Ukþ9;β þ ðgðxÞLR;νÞik ~Ukþ9;α ~Ui;β
þ ðgðxÞLX;νÞik ~Ui;α ~Ukþ12;β þ ðgðxÞLX;νÞik ~Ukþ12;α ~Ui;β;
ðgðxÞLL;νÞik ¼ −
mZ
2 cos θW
σðxÞ3 δik þ
ðmDm†DÞik
mW sin β
σðxÞ6 ;
ðgðxÞRR;νÞik ¼
ðm†DmDÞik
mW sin β
σðxÞ6 ;
ðgðxÞLR;νÞik ¼
ðmDA†νÞik
2mW sin β
σðxÞ2 þ
μ
2mW sin β
ðmDÞikσðxÞ7 ;
ðgðxÞLX;νÞik ¼
ðmDMRÞik
2mW sin β
σðxÞ2 ; ðA14Þ
which are summed over the internal indices, with
i; k ¼ 1;…; 3. We reproduced below the unmodified cou-
pling factors from [7] (correcting a typo in WðxÞRij) for
completeness in the mass basis with diagonal charged
leptons
Aðe;μ;τÞLαj ¼ −
me;μ;τffiffiffi
2
p
mWcosβ
Uj2 ~Uð1;2;3Þα;
Bðe;μ;τÞLαa ¼
ffiffiffi
2
p  me;μ;τ
2mWcosβ
Na3R
ðlÞ
ð1;3;5Þα þ

sin θWN0a1 −
sin2θW
cosθW
N0a2

RðlÞð2;4;6Þα

;
Bðe;μ;τÞRαa ¼
ffiffiffi
2
p 
− sin θWN0a1 −
1
cos θW

1
2
− sin2θW

N0a2

RðlÞð1;3;5Þα þ
me;μ;τ
2mW cos β
Na3R
ðlÞ
ð2;4;6Þα

;
WðxÞLij ¼
1ffiffiffi
2
p ð−σðxÞ1 Uj2Vi1 þ σðxÞ2 Uj1Vi2Þ;
WðxÞRij ¼
1ffiffiffi
2
p ð−σðxÞ1 Ui2Vj1 þ σðxÞ2 Ui1Vj2Þ;
DðxÞLab ¼
1
2 cos θW
½ðsin θWNb1 − cos θWNb2ÞðσðxÞ1 Na3 þ σðxÞ2 Na4Þ
þ ðsin θWNa1 − cos θWNa2ÞðσðxÞ1 Nb3 þ σðxÞ2 Nb4Þ;
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DðxÞRab ¼ DðxÞLab;
SðxÞL;l ¼ −
ml
2mW cos β
σðxÞ1 ;
SðxÞR;l ¼ SðxÞL;l ;
gHx ~lα ~lβ ¼ −{g½g
ðxÞ
LL;eR
ðlÞ
1α R
ðlÞ
1β þ gðxÞRR;eRðlÞ2α RðlÞ2β þ gðxÞLR;eRðlÞ1α RðlÞ2β þ gðxÞRL;eRðlÞ2α RðlÞ1β
þ gðxÞLL;μRðlÞ3α RðlÞ3β þ gðxÞRR;μRðlÞ4α RðlÞ4β þ gðxÞLR;μRðlÞ3α RðlÞ4β þ gðxÞRL;μRðlÞ4α RðlÞ3β
þ gðxÞLL;τRðlÞ5α RðlÞ5β þ gðxÞRR;τRðlÞ6α RðlÞ6β þ gðxÞLR;τRðlÞ5α RðlÞ6β þ gðxÞRL;τRðlÞ6α RðlÞ5β ;
gðxÞLL;l ¼
mZ
cos θW
σðxÞ3

1
2
− sin2θW

þ m
2
l
mW cos β
σðxÞ4 ;
gðxÞRR;l ¼
mZ
cos θW
σðxÞ3 ðsin2θWÞ þ
m2l
mW cos β
σðxÞ4 ;
gðxÞLR;l ¼ ð−σðxÞ1 Al − σðxÞ5 μÞ
ml
2mW cos β
;
gðxÞRL;l ¼ gðxÞLR;l; ðA15Þ
with
σðxÞ1 ¼
0B@ sin α− cos α
{ sin β
1CA; σðxÞ2 ¼
0B@ cos αsin α
−{ cos β
1CA; σðxÞ3 ¼
0B@ sinðαþ βÞ− cosðαþ βÞ
0
1CA; σðxÞ4 ¼
0B@− sin αcos α
0
1CA;
σðxÞ5 ¼
0B@ cos αsin α
{ cos β
1CA; σðxÞ6 ¼
0B@ cos αsin α
0
1CA; σðxÞ7 ¼
0B@ sin α− cos α
−{ sin β
1CA; for Hx ¼
0B@ h
0
H0
A0
1CA: ðA16Þ
APPENDIX B: FORM FACTORS IN THE SUSY-ISS MODEL
We present here the form factors that correspond to the diagrams of Fig. 1. The original calculation in the SUSY type I
seesaw was carried by some of the authors in the mass basis and in the Feynman–’t Hooft gauge [7]. The only changes
required to adapt the original form factors to the SUSY-ISS model are the sum over sneutrinos that has to be extended to the
18 mass eigenstates and the new couplings defined in Appendix A. In the following formulas, summation over all indices
corresponding to internal propagators is understood. These would be α; β ¼ 1;…; 18 for the sneutrinos, i; j ¼ 1, 2 for the
charginos, α; β ¼ 1;…; 6 for the charged sleptons and a; b ¼ 1;…; 4 for the neutralinos.
Fð1ÞL;x ¼ −
g2
16π2
½ðB0 þm2~ναC0 þm2lmC12 þm2lkðC11 − C12ÞÞκ
x;~χ−
L1
þmlkmlmðC11 þ C0Þκx;~χ
−
L2 þmlkm~χ−j ðC11 − C12 þ C0Þκ
x;~χ−
L3 þmlmm~χ−j C12κ
x;~χ−
L4
þmlkm~χ−i ðC11 − C12Þκ
x;~χ−
L5 þmlmm~χ−i ðC12 þ C0Þκ
x;~χ−
L6 þm~χ−i m~χ−j C0κ
x;~χ−
L7 ;
Fð2ÞL;x ¼ −
iggHx ~να ~νβ
16π2
½−mlkðC11 − C12Þιx;~χ
−
L1 −mlmC12ι
x;~χ−
L2 þm~χ−i C0ι
x;~χ−
L3 ;
Fð3ÞL;x ¼ −
SðxÞL;lm
m2lk −m
2
lm
½m2lkΣ
~χ−
R ðm2lkÞ þm2lkΣ
~χ−
Rsðm2lkÞ þmlmðmlkΣ
~χ−
L ðm2lkÞ þmlkΣ
~χ−
Lsðm2lkÞÞ;
Fð4ÞL;x ¼ −
SðxÞL;lk
m2lm −m
2
lk
½m2lmΣ
~χ−
L ðm2lmÞ þmlmmlkΣ
~χ−
Rsðm2lmÞþmlkðmlmΣ
~χ−
R ðm2lmÞ þmlkΣ
~χ−
Lsðm2lmÞÞ;
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Fð5ÞL;x ¼ −
g2
16π2
½ðB0 þm2~lαC0 þm
2
lm
C12 þm2lkðC11 − C12ÞÞκ
x;~χ0
L1
þmlkmlmðC11 þ C0Þκx;~χ
0
L2 þmlkm~χ0bðC11 − C12 þ C0Þκ
x;~χ0
L3 þmlmm~χ0bC12κ
x;~χ0
L4
þmlkm~χ0aðC11 − C12Þκx;~χ
0
L5 þmlmm~χ0aðC12 þ C0Þκx;~χ
0
L6 þm~χ0am~χ0bC0κ
x;~χ0
L7 ;
Fð6ÞL;x ¼ −
iggHx ~lα ~lβ
16π2
½−mlkðC11 − C12Þιx;~χ
0
L1 −mlmC12ι
x;~χ0
L2 þm~χ0aC0ιx;~χ
0
L3 ;
Fð7ÞL;x ¼ −
SðxÞL;lm
m2lk −m
2
lm
½m2lkΣ
~χ0
R ðm2lkÞ þm2lkΣ
~χ0
Rsðm2lkÞ þmlmðmlkΣ
~χ0
L ðm2lkÞ þmlkΣ
~χ0
Lsðm2lkÞÞ;
Fð8ÞL;x ¼ −
SðxÞL;lk
m2lm −m
2
lk
½m2lmΣ
~χ0
L ðm2lmÞ þmlmmlkΣ
~χ0
Rsðm2lmÞþmlkðmlmΣ
~χ0
R ðm2lmÞ þmlkΣ
~χ0
Lsðm2lmÞÞ;
where,
B0 ¼
(
B0ðm2Hx; m2~χ−i ; m
2
~χ−j
ÞinFð1ÞL;x;
B0ðm2Hx; m2~χ0a ; m
2
~χ0b
ÞinFð5ÞL;x;
and
C0;11;12 ¼
8>>><>>>:
C0;11;12ðm2lk ; m2Hx; m2~να ; m2~χ−i ; m
2
~χ−j
Þ inFð1ÞL;x;
C0;11;12ðm2lk ; m2Hx; m2~χ−i ; m
2
~να
; m2~νβÞ inF
ð2Þ
L;x;
C0;11;12ðm2lk ; m2Hx; m2~lα ; m
2
~χ0a
; m2
~χ0b
Þ inFð5ÞL;x;
C0;11;12ðm2lk ; m2Hx; m2~χ0a ; m
2
~lα
; m2~lβ
Þ inFð6ÞL;x:
The couplings and self-energies from the neutralino contributions to the form factors were defined as
κx;~χ
0
L1 ¼ BðlkÞLαaDðxÞRabBðlmÞRαb ; ιx;~χ
0
L1 ¼ BðlkÞRαaBðlmÞRβa ;
κx;~χ
0
L2 ¼ BðlkÞRαaDðxÞLabBðlmÞLαb ; ιx;~χ
0
L2 ¼ BðlkÞLαaBðlmÞLβa ;
κx;~χ
0
L3 ¼ BðlkÞRαaDðxÞLabBðlmÞRαb ; ιx;~χ
0
L3 ¼ BðlkÞLαaBðlmÞRβa ;
κx;~χ
0
L4 ¼ BðlkÞLαaDðxÞRabBðlmÞLαb ;
κx;~χ
0
L5 ¼ BðlkÞRαaDðxÞRabBðlmÞRαb ;
κx;~χ
0
L6 ¼ BðlkÞLαaDðxÞLabBðlmÞLαb ;
κx;~χ
0
L7 ¼ BðlkÞLαaDðxÞLabBðlmÞRαb ;
Σ~χ
0
L ðk2Þ ¼ −
g2
16π2
B1ðk2; m2~χ0a ; m
2
~lα
ÞBðlkÞRαaBðlmÞRαa ;
mlkΣ
~χ0
Lsðk2Þ ¼
g2m~χ0a
16π2
B0ðk2; m2~χ0a ; m
2
~lα
ÞBðlkÞLαaBðlmÞRαa : ðB1Þ
The couplings and self-energies from the chargino contributions to the form factors, κx;~χ
−
, ιx;~χ
−
, and Σ~χ− can be obtained
from the previous expressions κx;~χ
0
, ιx;~χ
0
and Σ~χ0 by using the following replacement rules m~χ0a → m~χ−i , m ~lα → m~να ,
BðlÞ → AðlÞ, DðxÞ → WðxÞ, a → i, and b→ j.
The form factors FðiÞR;x; i ¼ 1;…; 8 can be obtained from FðiÞL;x; i ¼ 1;…; 8 through the exchange L↔R in all places.
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